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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



Some Background

Inode: on-disk data structure for a file's meta-data
and pointers to data

Defines FS-internal
namespace

Inode numbers

Originated in Unix FFS

Vnode: kernel object
for files

Defines standard API
to different file systems

Originated in Sun OS

[McKusick et al. '96]



Motivation

On one side: I/O bottleneck

Harder to utilize increasing I/O capacity and bandwidth

112 9 GB disk drives provide 1 TB of storage

High end drives provide 500 MB/sec sustained bandwidth

On the other side: I/O intensive applications

Editing of uncompressed video

30 MB/sec per stream, 108 GB for one hour

Streaming compressed video on demand

2.7 TB for 1,000 movies, 200 movies require 100 MB/sec



Existing File Systems = Bad

Slow crash recovery

fsck needs to scan entire disk

No support for large file systems

32 bit block pointers address only 4 million blocks

At 8 KB per block, 32 TB

No support for large, sparse files

64 bit block pointers require more levels of indirection

Are also quite inefficient

Fixed-size extents are still too limiting



More Bad

No support for large, contiguous files

Bitmap structures for tracking free and allocated blocks
do not scale

Hard to find large regions of contiguous space

But we need contiguous allocation to utilize bandwidth

No support for large directories

Linear layout (name, inode number) does not scale

In-memory hashing imposes high memory overheads

No support for large number of files

Inodes preallocated on file system creation



XFS in a Nutshell

Use 64 bit block addresses

Support for larger file systems

Use B+ trees and (variably sized) extents

Support for larger number of files, files, and directories

Better utilization of I/O bandwidth

Log metadata updates

Faster crash recovery



XFS Architecture
I/O manager

I/O requests

Directory manager
File system namespace

Space manager
Free space

Inode & file allocation

Transaction manager
Atomic metadata updates

Unified buffer cache
Volume manager

Striping, mirroring,...

track blocks throughout the file. This scheme requires

that all entries in the map point to extents of the same

size. This is because it does not store the offset of

each entry in the map with the entry, and thus forces

each entry to be in a fixed location in the tree so that it

can be found. Also, a 64 bit file address space cannot

be supported at all without adding more levels of indi-

rection to the FFS block map.

Inability to Support Large, Contiguous
Files

Another problem is that the mechanisms in many

other file systems for allocating large, contiguous files

do not scale well. Most, including EFS, use linear

bitmap structures for tracking free and allocated

blocks in the file system. Finding large regions of con-

tiguous space in such bitmaps in large file systems is

not efficient. For EFS this has become a significant

bottleneck in the performance of writing newly allo-

cated files. For other file systems, for example FFS,

this has not been a problem up to this point, because

they do not try very hard to allocate files contiguously.

Not doing so, however, can have bad implications for

the I/O performance of accessing files in those file

systems [Seltzer95].

Inability to Support Large Directories

Another area which has not been addressed by other

Unix file systems is support for directories with more

than a few thousand entries. While some, for example

Episode [Chutani92] and VxFS [Veritas95], at least

speed up searching for entries within a directory block

via hashing, most file systems use directory structures

which require a linear scan of the directory blocks in

searching for a particular file. The lookup and update

performance of these unindexed formats degrades lin-

early with the size of the directory. Others use in-

memory hashing schemes layered over simple on-disk

structures [Hitz94]. These in memory schemes work

well to a point, but in very large directories they

require a large amount of memory. This problem has

been addressed in some non-Unix file systems, like

NTFS [Custer94] and Cedar [Hagmann87], by using

B trees to index the entries in the directory.

Inability to Support Large Numbers of
Files

While EFS and other file system can theoretically sup-

port very large numbers of files in a file system, in

practice they do not. The reason is that the number of

inodes allocated in these file systems is fixed at the

time the file system is created. Choosing a very large

number of inodes up front wastes the space allocated

to those inodes when they are not actually used. The

real number of files that will reside in a file system is

rarely known at the time the file system is created.

Being forced to choose makes the management of

large file systems more difficult than it should be.

Episode [Chutani92] and VxFS [Veritas95] both solve

this problem by allowing the number of inodes in the

file system to be increased dynamically.

In summary, there are several problems with EFS and

other file systems that we wanted to address in the

design of XFS. While these problems may not have

been important in the past, we believe the rules of file

system design have changed. The rest of this paper

describes XFS and the ways in which it solves the

scalability problems described here.

4. XFS Architecture

Figure 1. gives a block diagram of the general struc-

ture of the XFS file system.

System Call and VNODE Interface

I/O Manager Directory Mgr

Space Manager

Transaction Manager

Buffer Cache

Volume Manager

Disk Drivers

Figure 1. XFS Architecture

The high level structure of XFS is similar to a conven-

tional file system with the addition of a transaction

manager and a volume manager. XFS supports all of

the standard Unix file interfaces and is entirely POSIX

and XPG4 compliant. It sits below the vnode interface

[Kleiman86] in the IRIX kernel and takes full



Storage Scalability



Allocation Groups, Free Space

Allocation groups

Are regions with their own free space maps and inodes

Support AG-relative block and inode pointers

To reduce size of data structures

Improve (thread) parallelism of metadata management

Allow concurrent accesses to different AGs

Are motivated by scalability and parallelism and not locality

Free space

Two B+ trees describing extents ― what's a B+ tree?

One indexed by starting block ― used when?

One indexed by length of extent ― used when?



Many, Large Files
Large files

Files tracked by extent map

Per entry: block offset in file, length in blocks, first disk block

Small extent map organized as list in inode

Large extent map organized as B+ tree rooted in inode

Indexed by block offset in file

Large number of files

Inodes allocated dynamically

In chunks of 64

Inode locations tracked by B+ tree

Only points to inode chunks



Directories, Recovery

Large directories

Directories implemented as (shockingly) B+ trees

Map 4 byte hash to directory entry (name, inode number)

Fast crash recovery enabled by write ahead log

For all updates to metadata

E.g., creating a file: directory block, new inode, inode 
allocation tree block, allocation group header block, superblock

Independent of actual data structures: just binary data

However, still need disk scavengers for catastrophic failures

The customers spoke and SGI listened (!)



Performance Scalability



Contiguous File Allocation
On-disk allocation is delayed until flush

Uses (cheap & plentiful) memory to improve I/O 
performance

Typically enables allocation in one extent

Even for random writes (think memory-mapped files)

Avoids allocation of short-lived files

Extents have large range: 21 bit length field
Two million file system blocks

Block size can vary by file system
Small blocks for file systems with many small files

Large blocks for file systems with mostly large files

What prevents long-term fragmentation?



File I/O

Issue read requests for large I/O buffers

Also read ahead for sequential reads

Cluster writes to issue large, asynch. I/O requests

Delayed allocation helps with buffering writes

Expose direct I/O to bypass cache, use DMA

Applications have control, but still access file system

Align data on block boundaries in multiples of block size

Use reader/writer locking to improve concurrency

Several processes on different CPUs can access same file

But direct I/O leaves serialization to applications (!)



Metadata I/O

Updates performed in asynch. write-ahead log

Modified data still only flushed after log has flushed

But metadata not locked ➙ updates can be batched

Log may be placed on different device from file system

Including non-volatile memory (NV-RAM)

Log operation is simple, but log is centralized (SMP!)

Provide buffer space, copy, write out, notify

Copying can be done by processors performing transaction



Experiences



I/O Throughput Is Better

What do we learn about read, create v. write, parallelism?
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Figure 2. Read Throughput. Figure 3. Write/Create Throughput.

whereas the single threaded cases are not.

7.2. Database Sort Benchmark Results

Using XFS, Silicon Graphics recently achieved record

breaking performance on the Datamation sort

[Anon85] and Indy MinuteSort [Nyberg94] bench-

marks. The Datamation sort benchmark measures how

fast the system can sort 100 megabytes of 100 byte

records. The MinuteSort benchmark measures how

much data the system can sort in one minute. This

includes start-up, reading the data in from disk, sort-

ing it in memory, and writing the sorted data back out

to disk. On a 12 CPU 200 Mhz Challenge system with

2.25 gigabytes of memory and a striped volume of 96

disk drives, we performed the Datamation sort in 3.52

seconds and sorted 1.6 gigabytes of data in 56 seconds

for the MinuteSort. The previous records of 7 seconds

and 1.08 gigabytes of data were achieved on a DEC

Alpha system running VMS.

Achieving this level of results requires high memory

bandwidth, high file system and I/O bandwidth, scal-

able multiprocessing, and a sophisticated multipro-

cessing sort package. The key contribution of XFS to

these results is the ability to create and read files at

170 MB/sec. This actually moved the bottleneck in

the system from the file system to the allocation of

zeroed pages for the sort processes.

7.3. LADDIS Benchmark Results

The results of the SPEC SFS (a.k.a. LADDIS) bench-

mark using XFS are encouraging as well. On a 12

CPU 250 Mhz Challenge XL with 1 gigabyte of mem-

ory, 4 FDDI networks, 16 scsi channels, and 121

disks, we achieved a maximum throughput of 8806

SPECnfs operations per second. While XFS plays

only a part in achieving such outstanding perfor-

mance, these results exceed our previous results using

the EFS file system. On a slightly less powerful

machine using EFS, we originally reported a result of

7023 SPECnfs operations per second. We estimate

that the difference in hardware accounts for approxi-

mately 800 of the operations, leaving XFS approxi-

mately 1000 operations per second ahead of EFS. The

difference is that EFS achieves 65 operations per sec-

ond per disk, while XFS achieves 73 operations per

disk. While this 12% increase might not seem like

much, the LADDIS workload is dominated by small,

synchronous write performance. This is often very

difficult to improve without better disk hardware. We

believe that the improvement with XFS is the result of

the high performance directory structures, better file

allocations, and synchronous metadata update batch-

ing of the transaction log provided by XFS.



Marketing Dept. Speaketh

Datamation sort

3.52 seconds vs. previous record of 7 seconds

Indy MinuteSort

1.6 GB sorted in 56 seconds vs. previously 1.08 GB

SPEC SFS

8806 SPECnfs instead of 7023 SPECnfs with EFS

12% increase with mostly small & synchronous writes
on similar hardware



Directory Lookups

7.4. Directory Lookups in Large Directo-
ries

Figure 4 contains the results for a test measuring the

performance of random lookups in directories of vari-

ous sizes for EFS and XFS. The results included are

the average of several iterations of the test. The

machine used for the test is a 4 CPU machine with

128 megabytes of memory. Each file system was cre-

ated on a single, 2 gigabyte disk with nothing else on

it. To make sure that we are measuring the perfor-

mance of the file system directory structures, the test

is run with the directory name lookup cache turned

off. Also, the entries in the directories are all links to

just a few real files. There are 20,000 links per real

file. The test performs lookups using the stat(2) sys-

tem call, so making most of the entries links to just a

few files eliminates the size of the inode cache from

the variability of the test.

Directory EFS XFS

entries

100 5,970 8,972

500 2,833 6,600

1,000 1,596 7,089

10,000 169 6,716

30,000 43 6,522

50,000 27 6,497

70,000 - 5,661

90,000 - 5,497

150,000 - 177

250,000 - 102

350,000 - 90

450,000 - 79

1,000,000 - 66

Figure 4. Lookup Operations Per Second

It is clear from this test that lookups in medium to

large directories are much more efficient using XFS.

EFS uses a linear directory format similar to that used

by BSD FFS. It degrades severely between 1,000 and

10,000 entries, at which point the test is entirely CPU

bound scanning the cached file blocks for the entries

being looked up. For XFS, the test is entirely CPU

bound, but still very fast, until the size of the directory

overflows the number of blocks that can be cached in

memory. While there is a large amount of memory in

the machine, only a limited portion of it can be used

to cache directory blocks due to limitations of the

IRIX metadata block cache. At the point where we

overflow the cache, the interior nodes of the directory

B+ tree are still cached, but most leaf nodes in the tree

need to be read in from disk when they are accessed.

This reduces the performance of the test to the perfor-

mance of directory block sized I/O operations to the

single underlying disk drive. The reason the perfor-

mance continues to degrade as the directory size

increases is most likely that the effectiveness of the

leaf block caching continues to decrease with the

increase in directory size.

8. Conclusion

The main idea behind the design of XFS is very sim-

ple: think big. This idea brings forth the needs for

large file systems, large files, large numbers of files,

large directories, and large I/O that are addressed in

the design and implementation of XFS. We believe

that by satisfying these needs, XFS will satisfy the

needs of the next generation of applications and sys-

tems so that we will not be back to where we are

today in just a few years.

The mechanisms in XFS for satisfying the require-

ments of big systems also make it a high performance

general purpose file system. The pervasive use of B+

trees throughout the file system reduces many of the

algorithms in the file system from linear to logarith-

mic. The use of asynchronous transaction logging

eliminates many of the metadata update performance

problems in previous file systems. Also, the use of

delayed allocation improves the performance of all

file allocations, especially those of small files. XFS is

designed to perform well on both the desktop and the

server, and it is this focus on scalability that distin-

guishes XFS from the rest of the file system crowd.
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Hmm, I'm Confused...

Isn't there a contradiction?

Recoverable virtual memory

Simpler is better and better performing

XFS

Way more complex is better and better performing



What Do You Think?


